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The Magnum Insect-A-Peel Assembly holds a reel with a
50 foot long tube of yellow sticky plastic. Two brackets
hold a 29 inch long by 3 inch diameter PVC pipe. The
plastic tube slides easily over the tube and fastens to a
take-up reel at the bottom of the unit. A heavy-duty socket
holds the unit horizontal or at a 45º angle on a 30 inch
post.
Flying insects are instantly attracted to and trapped in the
plastic. When the plastic is coated with insects, rolling the
take-up reel pulls the plastic tube exposing continuous
fresh sticky surface.
Hanging mini traps are also available with 3” X 25’ sticky
banners.

Unroll the lead end of plastic roll of tubing (not coated with sticky material) over end of 3” plastic pipe.
Then, roll the lead end over the take-up reel. For hard floor greenhouses, a wooden base or tripod can be
used (not supplied).

INSECT-A-PEEL trap's represent the latest technological advances in the use of sticky surfaces
and color attraction to monitor, catch, and kill flying insect pests.
The unique design and features of the INSECT-A-PEEL provide a level of effectiveness and
economic value far superior to "sticky traps" of the past. This has added hundreds of new uses
for agricultural and animal health professionals as well as homeowners and livestock owners.
HOW IT WORKS
The INSECT-A-PEEL trap's tubular shaped yellow surface reflects light 3600 outward attracting
insects from all directions. As the insects fly towards the reflected light they are caught in the
traps thick, sticky coating and die. For night flying insects, pheromones and scents can be
placed on the trap to catch pests even at night!
When the surface of the sticky tube is covered with dead insects, the uniqueness of this trap
become obvious. Unlike other traps that you discard, you recharge the bright yellow color and
sticky surface in a simple process that takes only a few minutes.
The plastic tubing that holds the dead insects is rolled onto the discard reel and at the same
time fresh, clean sticky tubing is exposed from the supply reel. The trap is now just as effective
as when it was new. Simple!
When all the clean sticky tubing has been used from the supply reel, the discard reel is thrown
away along with all the dead insects. New supply and discard reels can be attached to the steel
framework and the trap is like new. SIMPLE!
HOW LONG IT WORKS
The INSECT-A-PEEL traps catch pests 365 days a year during daylight hours. By attaching
pheromones the trap can catch insect pests 24 hours a day. The plastic tube and sticky surface
do not break down in sunlight and are water resistant
Each trap will last up to 1 year under normal use.
MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
MAGNUM: Our largest trap. Available in a standard "free standing" model for application near
the ground or in a hanging model for application in trees, trellises, barns, buildings, landscaping,
patios, etc...
MINI: Our smallest trap. Available in a hanging model for use in trees, trellises, barns, stalls,
patios, etc, and a table top model for indoor use.
Replacement sticky supply reels are available in both the MAGNUM and MINI sizes. Standard
reel color is bright yellow. The IPM version is available in both sizes with a continuous, 1" x 1"
square grid pattern over a yellow background.

